
 

VirtualKids
Activities

Whether it's for a birthday surprise, special occasion or 
simply just to connect your kids with their friends the 
following virtual activities o!er something really di!erent.  

With over 20 years of events experience we know how to 
deliver fun for all!  

tel: 0333 123 3434           info@creativeteamevents.com



 

       ZOOM 
               ZOO

Facilitated by our highly experienced animal expert. A fabulously 
interesting mobile zoo with lots of animals to see up close and 
learn about;  

Giant millipedes, African bullfrogs, skunks….and a lot of fun facts!

MAGIC
Interactive fun with an incredible Magician for kids of 
5-11years. Option to send a magic wand pack to each 
child to learn a trick during the workshop.



 

Led by a cool guy who choreographs for the X factor 
& Brit awards! 

The highly popular current trend if performing TikTok 
dances. This is something that all friends do and 
share with each other.  

We teach you a bespoke dance created specially for 
you and your mates!

Dance session

Pizza making with a top (young, cool, crazy brilliant) 
chocolatier! 

No Dough - just chocolate and a whole lot of fun! Your 
kids will be sent a chocolate hamper with everything 
they need to make a choc pizza and lolly!  

Our expert will take them though an exciting and very 
tasty workshop where they will learn all about 
chocolate.

Choc!ate
Factory

The



 

Singalong
Join in with this musical extravaganza. Led by a 
costumed actress playing one of the Disney 
princesses. 

She will take you through a musical journey 
with all your favourites from Frozen, The Little 
Mermaid, Aladdin, Moana and more. A 
spectacular experience will be waiting for you. 

Professor Puzzle’s 
Amazing Laboratory

A thrilling, interactive science experiments workshop. Led by the 
extraordinary Professor Puzzle. Your children will enjoy pops, fizzes, 
bangs as our engaging professor ‘wows’ them. Option for this to be 
fully interactive as we send a science pack to each child so they can 
join in with some of the experiments.



 

We are all finding life tough - but arming your kids with the 
tools they need to be positive, resilient and successful is so 
important.  

Using mindfulness techniques we bring awareness to the 
importance breathing properly, focussing on things we can 
have control over and being able to let go of unhelpful 
things that might worry us. 

This session promoted healthy thought processes and 
better sleep. 

Stress Busting 
        & Guided Meditation

BINGO
BOOGIE 

You get a digital bingo card! 
We play the tunes!  
You mark them o!….who gets BINGO first?!  

Led by the wonderful Mark…who gives extra prizes for 
dancing like your dad & 'air guitars'



Designed for kids 10+ this is a fascinating session 
with magic and mind reading. Jaws will drop as our 
version of Derren Brown wows them with his skills.

Teams will be led by our remote event manager into a 
locked virtual study laced with: codes, clues and challenges.  
Working together against the clock, they will interact with 
the virtual room tapping on their own smartphone via our 
bespoke Escape Room app and website. 

A highly engaging experiential team event designed to put 
creative problem solving skills to the test. Your remote 
teams will have to unpick evidence, unravel cryptic 
messages and avoid the red herrings. 

The aim of the game is simple, solve the clues to crack the 
code and break free. Teams that employ a thoughtful 
strategy and manage their time carefully will prevail. 

Virtual 
Escape Room

   Virtual 
 Mind Reading

Magic

Teens & Family Fun


